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introdUCtion
yeKi boUd yeKi naboUd, Zire Gonbade KaboUd

«“Yeki boud, yeki naboud”: Iranian stories always begin with this paradoxical 
phrase, which simply means, “There was one, and there wasn't one.” Throughout 
my childhood, this phrase was my passport to an enchanted world of wonder 
and mystery.» Farzaneh Milani 

Galerie nicolas Flamel is honoured to present « City of tales 2 » : an 
exciting group exhibition of sculpture and installation.

taking its title from “Shahre Ghesseh” (“City of tales”), perhaps the most 
popular of all Persian plays by the iranian playwright Bijan Mofid, this 
exhibition tries to explore iran’s dynamic modern and contemporary art scene.

City of tales 2 is an introduction to the art of sculpture but it also offers 
an emotional approach to sculpture which, in spite of its variety, appears as a 
major work of art.

this exhibition offers Another iran through the eyes of 20 renowned and 
emerging artists, working mostly inside iran.

All these beautiful artworks are visual stories coming directly from 
their imagination or inspired by Persian poetry, exploring issues of identity. 

What they all have in common is that they deliver a message of hope & peace.
City of tales 2 is a very thoughtful exhibition that reflects the reality of 

our modern society and the viewer will understand and feel the various 
sources of inspiration of the artists.

We hope that this fascinating exhibition will allow you to better appreciate 
the richness of the iranian contemporary art.

hessam Khalatbari & yassi Metghalchi

« Après une première exposition en mars dernier à l’occasion du 

nouvel An iranien, City of tales est de retour pour une seconde édi-

tion. Une nouvelle fois, les artistes présentés réinventent le monde 

et écrivent une nouvelle page de la diversité toujours éblouissante 

de la scène artistique iranienne. Sculptures en bronze, porcelaine, 

fer, installations, photographies… Les artistes regardent avec mal-

ice et ironie notre époque et puisent leur inspiration dans les cou-

loirs de leur imagination ou dans les traditions iraniennes, qu’il 

s’agisse de la littérature ou de l’histoire de l’iran. Mais les œuvres 

parlent le même langage, celui de la paix et de l’espoir. Même les 

thèmes les plus graves sont traités avec une intelligence délicate et 

une tendresse poétique tel un miroir lumineux et optimiste de nos 

propres rêves que cette exposition permet de toucher des yeux… » 

Christophe dard, 
Europe 1, Toute la culture

prefaCe
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“petroleum flavored Middle east
the Middle East has been the first source of 

world civilization. Most of the beliefs and reli-

gions were rooted from here, the first human 

founds were happened here, and the primary 

rules of the world were written in this area. 

Since the mid-twenties century, the Middle 

East, because of its reserves of petroleum, 

has been center of attention in the world and 

maybe the most sensitive area and one of the 

world energy sources. Most of the sociolo-

gists believe that the foundation of modernity 

in Middle East and iran are affected by this 

historical event. Petroleum as a main artery 

of single-product economy has a direct rela-

tionship with various dimensions of personal 

and social life in these countries that some-

times were accompanied with political ten-

sions, war, destruction, homelessness, pov-

erty and discrimination. 

these series of works are a reaction to 

Middle East phenomenon.”

* from left to right

 
Ghodratollah aGheli

“Untitled” from the series 
"PEtroLEUM FLAVorED MiDDLE EASt" (2014) 

Bronze
27 x 20 x 52 cm 

AP

“Untitled” from the series 
"PEtroLEUM FLAVorED MiDDLE EASt" (2014) 

Bronze
24 x 37 x 23 cm 

Edition 1 ⁄ 5 
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“Modern men have a transition status between 

dos and don’ts which are made their lives. 

tough regulations make inner intentions to 

build a weaving cage inside them. So much 

intentions which turn a hard metal and a 

powerful cow into a pained creature. the cow 

which have been with men from long time ago 

and adapted itself with their living. A calm 

and steady appearance but an inconspicuous 

and mysterious inward.” 

peyMan baKhshi
tHE CoW (2014) 

iron
40 x 25 x 24 cm  

Unique Piece

Masih ahMadi
Lion WitHoUt A MAnE AnD tAiL (2013) 

Bronze
22 x 7,5 x 12 cm 

Edition 2 / 6

 موضوع شیر بی یال دم برگرفته از قصه های مثنوی موالنا
 :هست

 در این قصه پهلوان قصد داره شیری روی بدنش خالکوبی
 بکنه که به همه زور بازو شو نشون بده، دریغ که تحمل

 ضرب سوزن های دالک رو برای خالکوبی نداره، در هر
 مرحله  یک قسمت از بدن شیر رو حذف می کنه واین

: بیت شکایت دالک به پهلوان هست
 شیر بی دم و سر و اِشکم که دید              این چنین شیری

نافرید خدا خود 
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taha behbahani
inDEMnitY oF WiSDoM iS A HUnDrED 

LoCKS on EACH CHAin (2014)
Bronze

48 x 24 x 9,5 cm 
Edition 3 / 12

“Davoudi created this piece to express her ad-

miration and courage for the people of iran, 

casting hands, which she believes are filled 

with the history of iran’s past. She metaphor-

ically portrays her gratitude for all that was 

achieved for iran and its populace, a symbol-

ic method of expressing her unquestionable 

love and loyalty to iran.

the hand is cast with an elegant gesture, 

almost to the heavens, requesting patience 

and hope for her country iran.”

MehraK daVoUdi
SinGLE HAnD : QUEEn oF HoPE (2014) 

Bronze  with wooden base
20 x 20 x 10 cm 

Edition 4 / 5

بهبهانی تاها 

.تاوان خردمندی، صد قفل به هر بندی

 خردمندان در طول تاریخ تاوان خرد و دانش خود را داده
 اند، نا بخردان همیشه حاکم بر خردمندان بوده اند و

از بدو تاریخ است.مگر نه اینکه پرومته  این رسم روزگار 
 راخدایان قهر و زور در کوه به زنجیر بستند تا کرکسان

بیاورند. جرم پرومته بخشیدن از سینه بیرون  را  او   قلب 
از دانستن نابخردان  انسان بود.   آتش )نشانه دانایی( به 

 و آگاهی انسان همیشه در غضب بودند و آگاهان و
این نابخردان واین رسم  خردمندان همیشه در قفل و بند 

دارد ادامه  .همچنان 
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“From the past in iran’s history, « Ghuch » (ira-

nian red Sheep ), was one of the two favorite 

animals with « Pazan ». Artists have used this 

animal in all kind of artwork. Shamsedin tried 

to translate the message of the past to its 

contemporary meaning, by creating his type 

of ideal « Ghuch » from recovered material 

such as iron. it’s a tribute and recognition to 

this historical animal.”

shaMsedin GhaZi
GHUCH (2014)  

iron
40 x 32 x 11 cm  

Edition 1 / 10

:سالطین

 سالطین بی هیچ حکم وداوری زمینه ای است برای
تاریخ حکمرانی به یک ملت. فرمانروایی که اساسا  تامل در 

نیک وصفات  خواهی  ازشکوه،غرور،تعصب،تمامیت   مملو 
اما نفس از گاه رنگ وشمایلش تغییر کرده   وبد است.هر 

.آن در طول دوران غیر منعطف وکم تغییر بوده است

از چرایی سرنوشتی رقم خورده نزد عده  سالطین پرسش 
قلیل است که قرن های متمادی زندگی،حیات،مرگ  ای 

واین رامدیریت کرده   عقب ماندگی وغم وشادی ملتی 
ازپی کم خردی باتدبیر وتفکر وآگاهی وگاه   هدایت گاه 

متفکر جامعه مغز  گاها  ای است که  یگانه   است.سلطان 
کودکی خردسال برای  است  موروثی  موقعیتی  بلکه   نیست 

واندیشه مالزمانی راهبری  با  که 

.هدایت می شود 
والقاب گوناگون است .سلطان دارای چهره 
جامعه هوشمند  اسطوره  مثابه  به  .سلطان 

امپراطوری به مثابه قدرت وشکوه  . سلطان 
وفریب خوردگی مثابه حقارت  به  .سلطان 
اندوزی  بولهوسی ومال  به مثابه  .سیطان 
.وسلطان حامل چرایی های متعددی است

KoroUsh Golnari
nAzKHAtoon (2013) 

Bronze and glass
48 x 27 x 23 cm 

Edition 2 / 5
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“Behruz Heschmat’s treehouses are described as a self-exiled artist’s 

imaginative interpretation of home. to Heschmat, the house is central 

to human existence. His treehouses mutate, their material, colours 

and contents continually change and convey a great sense of Energy.

Houses are symbols of home and family, of security and, most im-

portantly, of identity. An assembly of tree houses, connected by poetic 

association, may represent the artist’s longing for the land of his birth, 

iran, which, after years and years of separation, grows more distant 

and uncertain. the steel branches of Heschmat’s houses could also 

be the mirror image, the roots.  Each tree, each house, had a different 

character, reflecting the many aspects of longing, wishful thinking, 

paint and doubt.

 

“zemestan ast” (it’s Winter), a white powder-coated steel house inscribed 

with white calligraphy, would  be the first home after the exile’s return.

 

“Khane, Khane, Khane”(House, House, House), is the house of a hope-

ful new beginning and of recovery, decorated in many colours.

 

Emotionally inhabited by Behruz Heschmat, these tree houses were 

homes of metaphors, between memories and dreams.

 

“in my work, there is always an inherent conceptual link between form 

and space, sculpture and architecture.””

* from left to right, top to bottom

behrUZ hesChMat
BUDDHA (2014)  
neon, Steel, Wood 

Stand 1,72 m x 40 cm x 50 cm & 
House 40 x 50 x 60 cm

CLoUD, KHAnEYE ABri E MAn (2014)  
neon, Steel, Polycoton 

Stand 1,72 m x 40 cm x 50 cm & 
House 40 x 50 x 60 cm

  

CoCA CoLA (2014)  
neon, Steel, Car Paint 

Stand 1,72 m x 40 cm x 50 cm & 
House 40 x 50 x 60 cm

  
BirDS (2014)  

Steel
total height approx. 62 cm

House16 x 19 x 23 cm
  

zEMEStAn, MY WintEr HoUSE 
(2014)  

Steel, Car Paint, inscription with film
total height approx. 62 cm

House16 x 19 x 23 cm

KHAnE KHAnE KHAnE, 
MY HoUSE (2014)  

Steel, Car Paint, inscription with film
total height approx. 62 cm

House16 x 19 x 23 cm  
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“this sculpture belongs to a collection by the name of’ Bal-

ance’. this collection is based on the subject of feminine 

and masculine nature and infinite duality of both. i explore 

the truth behind human relations, behind the dominating 

roles of both sexes.‘Balance’ consists of 8 human size 

sculptures representing artist’s statement of balance be-

tween masculine and feminine beginnings. Slender agile 

figures of men and women, intertwined and infused with 

energy of creation are molded from steel and finished 

with a coat of chrome, a cold almost lifeless but extreme-

ly reflective material. Dance of shadows in shiny mirror 

surfaces of statues becomes an intricate game that mys-

tifies and challenges the viewer. As you move between the 

floating figures and explore the fractions of feminine and 

masculine elements echoed by them your own reflection 

becomes a never- ending game of light and shadow, of bal-

ance. the men are conquerors engaged in turmoil’s and 

hassles of daily life and women are delicate and soft, they 

are creators of mankind and for that i have given them 

wings that will lead them to heaven ( as i have been told 

by the society which i have grown up in: Heaven is under 

the footsteps of Mothers). Silence of chrome silhouettes is 

only an illusion – by ornamenting them with calligraphic 

scripts, i have give them a voice, “even though spoken only 

on the inside”.”

safa hosseini
BALAnCE (2014) 

Chrome finishing on steel
160 x 100 x 45 cm 

Edition 3 / 5

alireZa MasooMi
UntitLED (2014) 

Bronze
58 x 13 x 13 cm 

Edition 3 / 5

 پیش از اینها ثروت اسباب رفاه وآسایش صاحبان ثروت را
فراهم می کرد

.تاجایی که ازدست دادن ثروت برای انان کابوس بود
ازاین طالی تنها  نه   امروزه مردمان سرزمینهای نفت خیز 

سیاه،ثروت خدادادی خود
از دیگران همواره  افزون طلبی  بدلیل  نبستند،که   طرفی 

انسانی خود ترین حقوق  بدیهی 
.که همان امن وآرامش است محروم مانده اند
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“one of the most significant happenings in the 

nature for me is star explosion. in fact, these 

explosions are considered as the biggest in-

cidents in the universe. they release a huge 

amount of energy and mass into the space.

in this piece which is called "Untitled", by 

using my favorite fractal geometry i wanted 

to show this release of energy from my point 

of view. and now, after morphing this idea to 

form, the result also can be everything else; 

A spider web, two wings, a leaf structure, a 

tree or exactly that explosion that i was think-

ing of!”

hooMan MehdiZadehjafari
UntitLED (2013)  

Metallic colored stainless steel & Plexiglass
25 x 31,5 x 42 cm  

Edition 1 / 6

bahMan Mohassess
ACroBAtE (1977) 

Bronze
16 x 21 x 72 cm 

Private Collection
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“Another factor sabri uses in his works is mir-

ror, what was previously been applied in won-

derful stuccos and stalactite works of the Sa-

favid dynasty. the mirrors multiply the lights 

and the spaces. there are numerous reflec-

tions of mirror surfaces and a bilateral win-

dow connects the sculpture to its surround-

ing. the stair-like structure of the mirrors 

helps the viewer to follow the rout between 

two faces of the window according to artist’s 

purpose.

the inner space of the sculpture shows 

man’s bewilderment in his life, therefore by 

adding spirituality and subjectivity he per-

manently tries to illuminate what called life. 

Successively the mirrors reflect the man’s 

pictures thus display the infinite presence of 

him in the middle window. By creating a sym-

bolic spiritual atmosphere in its inner part, in 

fact it expresses the mutual and mirror-like 

relations of people and the universe; more 

over it means we are always observing the 

reflections of our actions and thoughts.”

KaMbiZ sabri 
A WinDoW to LiGHt (2013)  

Fiberglass & Acrylic sheets
50 x 40 x 25 cm  

Unique Piece

“in iranian culture, ‘patience stone’ is an ex-

pression that refers to an object or a person 

who patiently listens to all human pains and 

sufferings. A patience stone hears heart-

aches and offers empathy.

the title of this statue is directly tied to 

the notion of a patience stone that lends an 

ear to sorrows of the owner of such a stone. 

in this story, the stone will eventually shatter 

as a result of hearing people’s heartaches. if 

the stone doesn’t shatter, the person talking 

to the stone will instead fall apart from the 

inner anguish. 

this statue tries to convey the notion that 

maybe the patience stone, after hearing sad 

stories for so many years, is tired of listening. 

Maybe it is no longer eager to hear, empathize 

and fall apart; maybe it now desires to find 

a way to refrain from hearing heartbreaking 

stories; maybe it has decided to sit in a cor-

ner and peacefully contemplate its own exis-

tence.”

niloofar salehi
tHE PAtiEnCE StonE / SAnG E SABoUr  (2014)  

Bronze & Stone
30 x 26 x 20 cm  

Unique Piece
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“there has been much said about what kind 

of creatures women are and how different, in 

nature, they are from men. i am not after find-

ing answers to all the questions concerning 

women, far from it; i am after a new outlook 

to women, an outlook which is new or rarely 

utilized. An outlook that sees women as what 

they are not what they are expected to be, a 

view that does not look down upon women 

for their differences from men, a view that 

does not see women’s inherent features as a 

means for men’s pleasure, a view that does 

not regard women as a possessed property 

nor a means to attract attention or just a ne-

cessity for the mankind to continue existing, 

BUt as a distinct entity who has her own iden-

tity, an identity which can develop, and reach 

her wishes and desires. What is presented in 

this collection is an attempt to open a window 

to such an outlook; feminism is featured in its 

most prevalent type, hoping that the viewers 

would once again be poked to see the stereo-

typical way the society is looking at women, a 

way which has become so hackneyed and trite 

that it is generally taken for granted. Maybe 

becoming alert of such subconscious issues 

residing in the corners of ones mind would 

help towards becoming conscious of other 

corners to see things from a new angle.”

sara rahanjaM
“PLAtE” FroM tHE SEriES “BLUE SKY” (2014)  

Bronze & Porcelain
20 x 20 x 15 cm  

10 Pieces
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* from left to right

 
alireZa sadeGhi

“Untitled” from the series 
« MY SoUL For SALE » (2012)

Digital Photography  
27 x 20 x 52 cm 

Edition 1 ⁄ 2

“Untitled” from the series 
« MY SoUL For SALE » (2012) 

Digital Photography 
27 x 20 x 52 cm 

Edition 1 ⁄ 2 

“Beyond the human bare heart , let photos be 

an open window to the precipitation of pain .

such a time that coldness of depart twist 

around our wishes like tendril ...

what shoud it say ?

when our desires and aversions burn on fire 

of life , maybe the heat of the suffering smile 

lead to life again... 

what shoud it say ?

when we get whip because of being bipedal

when our being just display through the our 

body

we say ... My Soul For Sale”
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leyli taheri
tHE Knot / GErEH E YAHU (2014)  

Bronze
58 x 30 x 35 cm  

Edition 1 / 3

“Culture of a society is usually considered the 

legitimate cause of actions and approaches 

of its individuals; it determines and indicates 

values and norms in a society, as if a filter 

one can merely experience the world through 

it, or a bubble that surrounds a person since 

birth. in Persian culture and art, dual opposi-

tions have existed for millenniums, of which 

one of the most significant modern forms may 

be the opposition and challenge between the 

real (nature) and the constructed (culture) in 

a perpetual interaction to modify each other.”

Mina talaee
tHE BLAMELESSnESS (2014)  

Bronze 
24 x 22 x 15 cm  

Unique Piece

 من رشته محبت تو پاره می کنم شاید گره خورد به تو
شوم نزدیکتر 

 که از حروف یاهو که ذکر دراویش است ساخته شده

i keep tearing the thread of your love to the 

hope that one day i'll become closer to you 

because it has been getting tied whenever it 

gets torn

A knot made of the letters forming  

"Ya  hou"  the prays of Sufi's
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“A single word has inspired a major part of Parviz ta-

navoli’s career, especially his free-standing sculptures. 

Consisted of only three letters in Persian script, “Heech” 

(nothing) represents for the artist a sort of contradiction 

in the past or assimilation in an unpleasant present time. 

He regards it as a reaction to his surrounding environ-

ment: “the university curriculum and methods to which i 

didn’t believe, the artists who were ceaselessly advocat-

ing Western novelties, or the aristocrats who consumed 

Western second-hand commodities, all provoked a defi-

ant reaction, Heech being the voice of this defiance.”

What intensified tanavoli’s passion for Heech was 

iranian mystic tradition and Sufism. Also, as he himself 

states, the written form of the word is highly suggestive 

of human figure. Although the word implies dimness and 

despair, the Heech sculptures are on the contrary cheery 

and joyful. represented in various poses, standing or sit-

ting, these sensual and eloquent figures characterize the 

plastic qualities of iranian calligraphy. they appear curi-

ous and interrogative, and though sometimes portrayed in 

a cage, they seem in peace with the situation rather than 

being trapped or imprisoned. in fact, they fly away the 

cage with serene poetical dignity. this efficient anthro-

pomorphic form were tanavoli’s comment on 

formal embellishments and exaggerations 

common in calligraphy practice of the time, 

especially found in the works of the artists 

associated with local Saqqa-

Khaneh movement. More significantly, ta-

navoli was examining the formal, aesthetic 

and narrative potentials of this simple form, 

as he did for his popular elements like locks, 

braziers and nightingales.

Fascinating and flexible, Heech in tanav-

oli’s hands is everything rather than nothing. 

From structural view, this might be one of 

the most artistic and aesthetically significant 

words ever made out of three Farsi alphabets, 

making it apt for a sculptor to realize in three 

dimensions. An insightful sculptor, knowl-

edgeable and skillful in casting and model-

ing, tanavoli has artistically used the visual 

character of the word. He once said: “if there 

was not such an astonishing resemblance be-

tween Heech and the human figure, i wouldn’t 

dream up making it.”

* from left to right

 
parViZ tanaVoli

SiLVEr GrEY HEECH LoVErS (2007)
Fiberglass

106 x 75 x 40 cm 
Edition 7 / 25

HorizontAL HEECH LoVErS (2006)
Bronze

11 x 13 x 9 cm 
Edition 5 / 10
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“this is Short Change (Small Change), a new 

piece in the People Series.

After using such ready-made articles as 

stone-mill, scale and mortar, i have opted for 

enlarging a couple of 200 rial coins- small 

change- to show the pressure of the current 

economic crisis in iran. it goes without saying 

that whatever the cause of this crisis, it is the 

middle and lower middle class of the society 

that feel the grind the most.” 

atoosa Vahdani
PooL E SiAH (2014)  

Bronze 
30 x 30 x 10 cm  

Edition 2 / 3
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